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performance ofthe printer, a mist
ake in t
he print
ing
posit
ion designed by t
he soft
ware, a variat
ion in t
he
cel
lposit
ions in a documentbyt
he publ
isherorbyt
he
publ
ishing dat
e, and/
ora mist
ake in t
he handwrit
ing
posit
ion.Itmayal
so be print
edt
wo ormore t
imes in a
document
.Accordingl
y, we devel
oped a recognit
ion
met
hodt
o det
ermine which charact
erst
ring bel
ongs t
o
which cel
lt
o be readin such difficul
tsit
uat
ions.

Abstract
Optical character reader (OCR) technology for
reading documents, such as monetary transaction
documents, is becoming more and more important
than ever before.The position of the printed character
string issometimeslargely shifted from itsdesignated
position,and there may be two or more directionsin
spite of one sheet of paper.There are variouscauses,
the performance of the printer, a mistake in the
printing position designed by the software,a variation
in the cell positionscaused by the publishersand by
the publishing dates, or even a mistake of the
handwriting position. We developed a recognition
method for determining which character stringsare to
be read in such difficult situations. A method for
determining the correspondence of character strings
to cellswith a very high successratio wasdeveloped.
Thismethod isbased on local and global rules,and
effective control of these rules.It was estimated to
have a 99.
2% success ratio using an experiment on
11,
387character strings.

2. Summaryof probl
ems
General
l
y speaking,
t
o
cope
wit
h
t
he
above-ment
ioned sit
uat
ions, t
he cel
l st
ruct
ure is
anal
yzed and t
he reading area is sl
ight
l
y expanded
according t
o t
he dimensions oft
he det
ect
ed cel
l
, so
t
hatt
he whol
e object(a charact
erst
ring)fit
s wit
hin t
he
cel
l[3][4].However, t
his expansion cannotsol
ve t
he
fol
l
owing t
wo probl
ems t
hatoccur when al
ignment
errors are l
arge and in various direct
ions wit
hin a
document
.
a) W hen it cannot be det
ermined whet
her t
he
charact
erst
ring is an obj
ectt
o be read oris an
objectencroaching from anot
hercel
l(sampl
es A
andB in Fig.1).

1. Introduction
In Japan, companies are l
egal
l
y obl
iged t
o keep
document
s rel
at
ed t
o monet
ary t
ransact
ions in t
he
physical paper form. However, because of the
increasing cost of preserving such paperwork, t
he
governmentis now preparing a l
aw t
hatwil
lpermit
images of t
he document
s and t
heir cont
ent t
o be
el
ect
ronical
l
y preserved. Opt
ical charact
er reader
t
echnol
ogy forreading document
s such as monet
ary
t
ransact
ions is t
herefore becoming more and more
important than ever before. Such t
ransact
ion
document
s usual
l
yhave preprint
edrul
edl
ines forming
cel
l
s (it
ems in a t
abl
e) and cel
lt
it
l
es, and dat
a
expressedbyt
he charact
erst
rings, such as t
he amount
s
of money, addresses, and names, are print
ed in t
he
cel
l
s ata l
at
erdat
e.The st
ruct
ures oft
he document
s
vary are often very compl
icat
ed, and t
he cel
ls adj
oin
each otherin a very narrow area.Using conventional
met
hods forreading dat
a, we woul
d firstanal
yze t
he
document
s st
ruct
ure and t
hen cert
ain cel
l
s woul
d be
extracted from the document
’s image [1][2]. The
characterstrings woul
dt
hen be readin t
he cel
l
s under
t
he assumpt
ion t
hatt
heymustbe l
ocat
edatdesignat
ed
posit
ions wit
h smal
lal
ignmenterrors.
However, in act
ualappl
icat
ions, t
he posit
ion oft
he
print
ed charact
er st
ring is sometimes l
argel
y shift
ed
from t
he designat
edposit
ion, andin various direct
ions
wit
hin t
he document
, and t
he charact
erst
rings oft
en
cross overort
ouch t
he preprint
ed rul
ed l
ines orcel
l
t
it
l
es.There are various causes fort
his, such as t
he

b) W hen t
he obj
ect overl
aps wit
h t
he pre-print
ed
t
it
l
es and rul
ed l
ines.Itis sometimes difficul
tt
o
separate t
hem in a binary image. However, if
col
or image processing is appl
ied t
o t
he whol
e
document
, a l
otof processing t
ime is required
(samples C, D, andE).

Sample A

Sample B

Sample D

Sample C

Sample E

Fig.1:Exampl
es ofdifficul
tcases t
o read
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3.
3.1.

Proposed method

Document image (including binary and color)

Approach and outline

Pre-processing
(line detection and cell detection)

The purpose of the proposed method is to determine
which character string belongs to which cell (Fig. 2).
The approach is based on a decision made according
to four local rules using the relation between the
character string and a cell and two global rules using
the consistency of the local results. Also, binary and
color images are effectively processed, and processing
time is kept within limits. The proposed method is
executed using the following steps (Fig. 3):
1) Pre-processing: Lines are detected, and cells are
detected from a binary document image.

Extraction of character strings with alignment error

Selected?

No

Yes
Separation from preprinted characters

2) Selection of character strings with alignment
errors: The character strings are extracted and
checked to see whether they are touching the
ruled lines caused by a large alignment error.
Section 3.2 will describe this in more detail.

Determination of correspondence

Character string recognition

3) Separation from preprinted characters: Color
image processing is executed to separate the
strings from the preprinted titles and ruled lines
for only the character strings found to be touching
in step 2. Section 3.3 will describe this in more
detail.

Recognition results

Fig. 3: Flow of proposed method

3.3.

4) Determination of correspondence: This is most
important step. The correspondence between the
cell and the separated character string is
determined by three local and two global rules.
Section 3.4 will describe this in more detail.

Color-dropout processing is based on the analysis of
the color image distribution in the cell. It separates the
character string from the preprinted characters and
ruled lines that are normally a different color from that
of the character string to be read. The color
information separation is more efficient than using
binary information. Moreover, the separation was
additionally executed using geometric features on the
binary image. The computational cost of this color
processing, on only the selected strings, is much less
than processing the whole document image.

5) Character string recognition: Character strings are
recognized by the corresponded cell.
Step 4 is used to address the problem explained in
Section 2 (a). Steps 2) and 3) are used for addressing
the problems described in Section 2 (b).

3.4.

㊄㗵䌁

㊄㗵䌃

Determination of correspondence

㊄㗵䌂
Correspondence between the cell and the separated
character string is at first determined by three local
rules and one global rule. Where determination is
impossible using the previously stated rules, it can be
done by a second global rule (based on interpolation
from the results in adjacent cells) and one local rule.
The rules are ordered in advance so that there are
minimal determination errors. This ordering is
discussed in more detail in section 3.5. Each rule is
described in the following sections.

䋰
䋱䋰
䋱䋳䋰䋰䋰䋰

Fig. 2: Correspondence of character strings

3.2.

Separation from preprinted characters

Selection of character strings with large
alignment errors

3.4.1. Presumption by global rule 1 using
non-entry cells

The selection is based on the positional relationship
between a character string and the ruled line of a cell
in question after the lines and character strings have
been extracted from a binary document image. If the
character string touches the line or a title, it is regarded
as a candidate string to be processed by the following
steps in order to determine its correspondence. If the
whole character string is within the cell, the string
should be directly read by character-string recognition.

A cell position designed for non-entry of characters
has useful information for determining the
correspondence to its neighboring entry cells. This is
because a character string on the ruled line of a
non-entry cell must be a string encroaching from the
adjacent entry cell. This determined correspondence
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creates the simple global rule described in Fig. 4. In
this figure, character (1) "0" encroaches into the
non-entry cell of “ ↢ᐕᣣ”. It is easily concluded
that character (1) should be in Cell A, according to the
position of the ruled line touched by the character.
Accordingly, character (2) should be in Cell B as a
result of the previous decision made regarding
character (1) placement in Cell A. In addition, it is
easy to determine that character (3) should be in Cell
C, character (4) in Cell D, and character (5) in Cell E.
Therefore, information for determination spread from
non-entry cells.

Cel
lE

CellD
(4)

(5)
CellC

(3)

Cel
lB

(2)

CellA

(1)

end of Rarit , Dmb is the distance between the
right end of Rlap and the left end of Rblft , Dcb
is the distance between the right end of Rlap and the
center of Cell B, Dla is the width of Rlap in Cell
A, Dlb is the width of Rlap in Cell B, Wb is the
distance between the boundary line and the left end of
characters in cell B, and Wpb is the distance
between the left end of Rlap and the right end of
Wb .
C1:Both Rarit and

Rblft exist:
Dma d Dmb ,then
Rlap belongs in Cell A.
if Dma ! Dmb
Rlap belongs in Cell B.
C2: Either Rarit or Rblft exists:
if Dma d Dcb ,then
Rlap belongs in Cell A.
if Dma ! Dcb ,then
Rlap belongs in Cell B.
C3:
Neither Rarit nor Rblft exists:

Rlap B

A

if

䋲 䋳
Rarit

Dma

C4: Two

(1) Local rule 1: Rectangular size of a character string
and a cell

Rlap ’s exist:

B
center

䋲 䋳
Dma

A

Dcb

Rlap B

䋳

Dla d Dlb ,then
Rlap belongs in Cell A.
if Dma ! Dcb ,then
Rlap belongs in Cell B.

3.4.2. Determination
of
correspondence
between cells and character strings by
three local rules

Rblft

Dmb

Rlap

A

if

Fig. 4: Presumption using non-entry cells

䋴䋵

DlaDlb

A

Rlapa belongs in Cell A.
Rlapb belongs in Cell B.

B

䋲 䋳䋴 䋰
Rl
apbRlapb

C5: Special case of C1 and C2:
if Wpb d Wb ,then

There must be correlation between the size of a cell
and the size of a character string in that cell. For
example, a large string generally requires a large cell.
If the size of the processing character string is larger
than the size of the processing cell, it can be concluded
that the string should be in the nearest adjacent cell
and does not correspond to the processing cell. The
height of a cell is Hc , and the width is Wc ;the
height of a string is Wst , and the width is Wst . If
Wc d Wstޓor Hc d Hst , the string is determined
not to correspond to the processing cell.

A

Rlap belongs in Cell A.

Wb

䋱 䋳 䋲䋲
W pb

Fig. 5: Determination based on character lying on two
adjacent horizontal cells
(3) Local rule 3: Occupation degree of a character
string lying on two adjacent vertical cells
In general, when the occupation area of the
character in the processing cell is large, the possibility
that the character belongs to that cell is higher. We set
a threshold for the ratio ( R Din /( Din  Dut )) of the
occupation area in the cell against the total character
area. A threshold of 0.9was set as local rule 3.

(2) Local rule 2: Layout of characters lying on two
adjacent horizontal cells
When a character touches a vertical ruled line of a
cell, it must be determined whether the character
belongs to the left or right cell. In this determination
process, the positional relationship between the
vertical ruled line and characters of two adjacent cells
is analyzed according to the five cases shown in Fig. 5.
Rlap is the touching character, Rarit is the right
end of characters in cell A (left cell), Rblft is the left
end of characters of in cell B (right cell), Dma is the
distance between the left end of Rlap and the right

Dout
Din
Di
n

䌓䌴䌲䌩䌮䌧

Fig 6: Determination based on character lying on
two adjacent vertical cells
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3.4.3. Determination by global estimation

4. Experimental results

The alignment error will be continuous in a
document in many cases.If the correspondence of the
character string to the cell cannot be determinedbythe
above four rules (global rule 1 and local rules 1 to 3),
an interpolation based on the results in several
adj
acent strings is executed to estimate the
correspondence.The number of results of the adj
acent
strings at distance E (if E is large,it will be in the
whole document)from the processing string is counted.
Here,UpNum, LowNum, Lft
Num, and Ri
t
Num mean
the correspondence number to the upper,lower,left,
and right cells, respectively. The processing string
corresponds to the same direction as  Global
Dir
,
which is the global direction of correspondence.The
rule of decision for Gl
obal
Di
r is formulated as
follows:

An experiment used 193 test document images
related to monetary transactions. The size of the
documents was B5.The images were individual binary
(400 dpi)and color images (200dpi).The color of the
preprinted ruled lines and cell titles was red,blue,or
green. The documents included 11,
387 character
strings (the average number of strings in a document
was 59).Among the strings,there were 2,
261 strings
with alignment errors. The correspondence results
from the proposed method are listed in Table 2.The
proposed method gave 2,
244 correct correspondences
for the strings,i.
e.
,a success ratio of 99.
2%.M oreover,
there are no incorrect correspondences to other,
normal character strings.A few non-correspondences
existed (0.
8%), when the global correspondence
direction was not determinedandvalue R of local rule
1equaledjust 0.
5,the line detection was mistaken,and
the string separation from the preprint was mistaken.
Also,the 160 msec.processing time for the document
images is practical andwithin limits.

i
fޓUpNumޓ
t LowNum  Dޓ
 GlobalDir Upper_ cell
i
fޓLowNumޓ
t UpNum  Dޓ
 GlobalDir Lower_ cell
t Lf
 Dޓ
 GlobalDir Left_ cell
i
fޓRi
t
Numޓ
tNumޓ
t Ri
 Dޓ
 Global Right_ cell
i
fޓLf
t
Numޓ
tNumޓ

Table 2:Correspondence results
㩷

The value D is contained because global direction
is inappropriate when difference of correspondence
numbers or themselves is few.The values of D and
E are parameters that can be tunedbyheuristics.

Success
Failure
Sum

Number

䋦

2,
244
17
2,
261

99.
2%
0.
8%
100.
0%

3.5 Control oflocal rules and global rules

5. Summary

Each rule for cell determination described above
sometimes gives different results, so the order of
determination is important, so the determination
should be done in the order of the rule having the
higher decision reliability. Table 1 summarizes the
reliability of each determination rule.It ranks them in
order of high reliability from top to bottom.We can
expect a minimal number of correspondence errors by
applying the determination rules in this order. In
addition,local rule 3’(local rule 3 with a threshold
0.
5)is preparedfor the remaining undeterminedcases.

A method for determining the correspondence of
character strings to cells,with a veryhigh success ratio,
was developed.This method is based on local and
global rules,and the effective control of these rules.
Also, binary and color images were effectively
processed,and the processing time was kept within
limits.The success ratio was estimatedat 99.
2% using
an experiment on 11,
387character strings.
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Table 1:Accuracyof discrimination rules

㧝
㧞
㧟
㧠
㧡
㧢

Determination rules
Local rule 1:Rectangular size of a
character string anda cell
Local rule 2:Layout of a character
string lying on two adjacent
horizontal cells
Global rule 1:Presumption using
non-entrycells
Local rule 3:Occupation degree of
a character lying on two adj
acent
vertical cells (Threshold=0.
9)
Global rule 2:global estimation
Local rule 3’:Occupation degree of
a character lying on two adj
acent
vertical cells (Threshold=0.
5)
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